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Acentech, a nationally recognized multi-disciplinary acoustics, audiovisual, IT and security system
design, and vibration consulting firm, was honored with two awards from the Society for Marketing
Professional Services (SMPS) Boston 2015 Communications Awards program. Acentech received
the first place honor in the Branding Experience/Identity category and the People's Choice award for
its animated holiday piece, "Acentech's Thanksgiving Cornucopia." The Branding
Experience/Identity category recognizes a company's new or updated brand experience that could
include the roll-out of a new logo, graphic standards, and/or visual and content update of materials,
applied firm-wide or for a specific market. In awarding the first place honor, the jury found
Acentech's new brand to be "contemporary and fresh," the "soundwaves included in the logo are
compelling and graphically elegant," and "tying the past and the future together was evident in the
brand." Local fine arts painter and graphic designer Julie Beck created the logo design with
collaborative, creative input from Acentech staff.
"Acentech's rebranding represented an opportunity to create a new unified visual identity for the first
time in nearly a quarter century - one worthy of the company's talented staff and sterling reputation,"
said Sarah McGillicuddy, director of marketing and business development at Acentech. "Our goal
was to create a clean, sophisticated, and well-designed graphic identity and consistent supporting
marketing collateral that the entire company could stand behind. Both the graphic element and
logotype are the result of a true collaboration between the firm's marketing and technical staff. We
are gratified to be honored by our peers for this significant re-branding endeavor."
First Place: Branding Experience/Identity
In early 2014, Acentech was ready to overhaul its visual identity, which had not changed in nearly
25 years. Due to a lack of graphic standards, the colors, font sizes, and logos on digital and paper
materials were inconsistent, and their marketing materials appeared dated. Acentech sought to
create a new visual identity of which the entire company could be proud, as well as reimagine all
marketing materials and establish precise branding guidelines company-wide.
Acentech's new logo consists of one unified font, two clearly established colors, and a graphic
element depicting intersecting sound waves - an abstract homage to Acentech's consulting work.
The graphic element was designed in a cool blue tone to maintain a thread from the original
branding color scheme, and the lettering for the word Acentech was designed using Helvetica - the
same font used in the bold "A" of the original logo.
Acentech's new graphic identity extends to a full office suite of materials, marketing collateral,
tradeshow banners, and promotional items, and all graphics exhibit a consistent and unified use of
composition, color, and type. Challenges such as a limited budget, a tight timeline, and the internal
resistance to change were overcome by involving staff from the very beginning of the process and at



all critical stages. The results are fresh new materials that Acentech's consultants use with pride, a
successful launch to clients, and an increased digital marketing presence with expanded design
opportunities.
People's Choice Award: Animated Holiday Piece, "Acentech's Thanksgiving Cornucopia"
Following this successful rebranding effort, Acentech innovated a two-pronged
Thanksgiving-themed holiday appreciation campaign. The first element was a creative
Thanksgiving-themed video animation that incorporated Acentech's new visual identity and
expressed thanks to Acentech clients in a festive and playful way. Serving as a platform to unveil
Acentech's new visual identity, every part of the turkey and video animation was created with
shapes based on Acentech's new logo. Acentech's animated holiday piece may be viewed at
https://vimeo.com/112205045.
The second element was targeted at Acentech's clients in the form of a cookie gift basket with thank
you card for all members of the respective client firms to enjoy. While this effort also reinforced
Acentech's new visual identity, more importantly Acentech was able to express appreciation for its
clients' patronage, reaching more than 4,600 people in 60 firms while staying well below budget.
Acentech's video animation and cookie gift baskets were strategically sent in November to tie into
Acentech's message of giving thanks to its clients with the theme of Thanksgiving.
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